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Abstract : Outlier detection is a crucial task in data

detection is the technique which discovers such type of

mining which aims to detect an outlier from given

data from the given data set. Outlier is generated

data set. The data is said to be an outlier which

because of data entry errors, improper measurements

appears to have inconsistent observation with the

or data arriving from various sources than rest of the

remaining data. Outliers are generated because of

data [14].

improper measurements, data entry errors or data

Outlier detection is an important task in data mining

arriving from various sources than remaining data.

which aims to detect an outlier from given data set.

Outlier detection is the technique which discovers

Outlier detection is the first step towards obtaining a

such type of data from the given data set. Several

coherent analysis in many data-mining applications.

techniques

been

The technique of outlier detection is used in many

introduced which requires input parameter from

fields such as data cleansing, environment monitoring,

the user such as distance threshold, density

criminal activities in e-commerce, clinical trials,

threshold, etc. The goal of this proposed work is to

network intrusion detection etc.

partition the input data set into the number of

The cluster-based outlier detection the method works

clusters and then outlier is detected for each

in two phases. In first phase the data set needs to be

cluster. The computational time is affected as the

clustered using Unsupervised Extreme Learning

data set size is reduced in first phase due to

Machine [13]. Unsupervised learning machine (US-

clustering. This work aims at studying two-three

ELM) deals with unlabeled data and performs

different methods of outlier detection with two

clustering efficiently. US-ELM can be used for

different data sets. Also analyzing the performance

multicluster clustering for unlabeled data. In second

of each method based on system accuracy.

phase the outliers are detected from each cluster.
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outlier
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Clustering,

have

Clustering

Proposed system extends ELM to Unsupervised

center

identification, Density Metrics

Extreme Learning Machine. It deals only with

I. INTRODUCTION

unlabeled data and also handles clustering task

Outlier is a data which appears to have inconsistent

efficiently. Proposed system works in two phases

observation with the remaining data and outlier

where in first phase k-number of clusters is generated
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using US-ELM from input data set and in second

weights between hidden layer and output layer. ELM

phase an outlier is detected from each cluster using

solves regularized least squared problem quicker than

different methods viz. Outlier Detection Algorithm

the Support Vector Machine's (SVM) quadratic

(ODA) and Pruning Technique for different data sets.

programming problem. But ELM only works with

Then the systems final output is the set of outliers. The

labeled data.

main focus of this paper is on the analysis of the

D. Liu [2] extended ELM to the Semi-Supervised

methods used for outlier detection. In analysis the

Extreme Learning Machine (SS-ELM) where the

outlier detection accuracy, cluster accuracy and

manifold regularization architecture was imported into

computational time are considered.

the ELMs model to manage both unlabeled and

In pruning all the clusters generated by US-ELM given

labeled information. When the number of instances is

as an input and the process is repeated for each cluster.

higher than the number of neurons the SS-ELM and

The distance between centroid and each point is

SS-ELM are work effectively. But SS-ELM is not able

calculated and the points are sorted in descending

to achieve this because the data is not sufficient as

order. For point p if the, find its k-nearest neighbor’s

compared to the number of hidden neurons.

(kNNs), the distance of point which is farthest from

J. Zhang [3] proposed co-training technique to train

centroid in set of kNNs is considered as temporary

ELMs in SS-ELM. The labeled training sets grows

distance. The point q is said to be an outlier if it

progressively by transferring a subset of most

follows conditions explained in following section in

positively judged unlabeled data at each iteration to

detail.

the labeled set, and pseudo-labeled set is generated.

In ODA all the clusters generated by US-ELM are

This newly generated pseudo-labeled set is used to

given as an input and then the radius of each cluster is

train ELMs regularly. The ELM's needs to train

calculated [17] .The pruning operation is performed in

regularly in this algorithm, it makes effects on

each cluster for the point whose distance from centroid

computational cost.

is less than the radius of the cluster and other point

Statistical community [4, 5] is the first to study the

remains unpruned. Once the pruning is over for all

problem of outlier and proposed model based outliers.

clusters the Local outlier Factor (LOF) for unpruned

They assumed that the data set follows some

points is calculated which gives information about

distribution or at least statistical estimates of unknown

how much the point differs from its neighbor’s. If the

distribution parameters. An outlier is the data from

LOF of unpruned point is higher that means it is

data set that deviates from assumed distribution of data

highly deviated from its neighbor’s and the point is

set. These model based approaches degrades their

declare as an Outlier.

performance with high dimensional data set and

II. RELATED WORK

arbitrary data set since there is no chance to have prior

Huang et al. [1] introduced Extreme Learning machine

knowledge about distribution followed by these type

(ELM) used for training Single Layer Feed Forward

of data set.

Network (SLFNs).The bias and parameters of SLFNs

K. Li [6] proposed some model free outliers methods

are randomly generated and ELM updates the output

to overcome the drawback of model based outliers.
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There are two model free outliers detection approaches

k number of clusters of input data sets are formed

viz. Density based and Distance based. But these two

using US-ELM whereas in second phase the outliers

model free outlier approaches required some input

from each cluster is detected and finally system gives

parameter to declare an object as an outlier e.g.

set of outliers as an output.

distance

threshold,

number

of

objects

nearest

neighbor, density threshold etc.
Knorr and Ng [7-9] proposed another algorithm
Nested-Loop (NL) to compute distance-based outlier.
In this algorithm the buffer is partitioned into two
halves viz. first array and second array. It copies data
set into both arrays and computes the distance between
each pair of objects. The count of neighbor is
maintained for objects in first array. It stops counting
neighbors of an object as soon as count of neighbors
reaches to the D. Drawback of this algorithm is it takes
high

computation

time.

Typically

nested

loop

2

algorithm requires O(N ) distance computations where
N is number of objects in data set.
Angiulli et al. [12] proposed a method Detecting
Outliers Pushing objects into an Index (DOLPHIN)

Figure 1: System architecture

which works with data sets resident to disk. It is easy

Here for clustering US-ELM algorithm is used to form

to implement and also can work with any data type. It

good quality clusters. An input given to the outlier

has I/O cost of successive reading two times the input

detection block is the clusters created in first

data set file is inputted. Its performance is linear in

phase.The different techniques are used to find outlier

time with respect to data set size since it performs

from each cluster.

similarity search without pre-indexing the whole data

Figure 1 represents proposed system architecture.

set. This method is improved further in efficient

Processing of proposed work is takes places as

computations adopting spatial indexing by other

following way :

researchers e.g. R-Trees, M-Trees etc. But these

A. Graph Laplacian : Graph Laplacian(L) is computed

methods are sensitive to the dimensions.

using similarity matrix(W) and diagonal matrix (D)

III.PROBLEM FORMULATION

using formula L=D-W.

To design and develop a system for Outlier Detection

W is Similarity or weight matrix of size N*N and the

using Cluster-based approach

nonzero weights are computed by (1.1)

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

exp( 

Fig.1. gives the detail idea about working of the
system. The system works in two phases in first phase
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D is Degree Matrix of size N*N. It is diagonal Matrix

depending on the number of patterns and the number

and it is computed by (1.2)

of neurons.It is denoted as β.
3. Compute Embedding Matrix : The final output

N

Dii  Wi , j

-------

(1.2)

matrix called embedding matrix(E) is computed by

j 1

(3.1).

B. Initiate ELM Network : Initiation of ELM Network
consist of three blocks from block diagram:

E  H *

1. Construct Hidden Layer

C. K-Means Clustering : Now, to implement clustering

2. Compute Eigenvectors

task in embedded space k-means algorithm is adopted.

3. Compute Embedding Matrix.

Hence to perform clustering N patterns are cluster into

1. Construct Hidden Layer : ELM's goal to learn an

k number of clusters using k-means by considering

approximation function or a decision rule rely on the

each row of matrix E as point.Clustering task gives

training data. The training of ELMs has two stages. In

Label vector y as an output with cluster index for all

the initial stage hidden layer is constructed using

N patterns from given data set.

randomly generated fixed

number of mapping

D. Outlier Detection : In this section first the Cluster

neurons. The mapping function can be any linear

Based Outliers are defined and then the algorithm to

piecewise continuous functions such as Sigmoid

compute outlier from each cluster of given data set.

function (2.1) and Gaussian function (2.2).

Here in this phase of system different algorithms

g ( xi ,  ) 

1
-----T
1  exp( (a j xi  b j )

g ( xi ; )  exp( b j || xi  a j ||)

----------

(3.1)

namely pruning and ODA are used for outlier
(2.1)

detection and the results are compared.
V. CONCLUSION

T

(2.2)

In this survey paper, several existing techniques have

Where θ = {a, b} are the parameters of the mapping

studied and analysed in section under related work.

function and ||. || denotes the Euclidean norm.

Traditional

The output of the hidden layer is denoted as H and it is

effectively and efficiently to identify outliers from

given by

dataset but user needs to give some threshold value as

-------

methods

of

outlier

detection

work

input to the system. This paper aims to detect outliers

H=

g( x1, a1 , b1 )
.
.
g( xn, a1 , b1 )

……..
……..

g( x1,anh , bnh )
.
.
g( xn, anh , bnh)

is the task that finds objects that appears to have
inconsistent observation with the remaining data. We
analyzed an efficient outlier detection method.

Where nh is the number of neurons considered n

partitioned the input data set into the number of

construction of ELM network.

clusters and then outlier is detected for each cluster.

2. Compute Eigenvectors : In the next stage, ELMs

Due to reduction in size of dataset, the computation

solves the output weights in such way that the sum

time reduced considerably. Then the outliers are

of the squared losses of the prediction errors must

detected for each cluster. We get outliers within a

be minimum. The computation of output weights is

cluster.
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